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Abstract (en)
[origin: DE19910799C1] The invention relates to a sports glove, in particular, to a goalkeeper's glove, comprising at least one reinforcing element
(23) which is located on the back of the glove and which consists of a number of pressure-proof blocking bodies (29). Said blocking bodies are
arranged in a row running at least approximately along the longitudinal axis of a finger and are fixed to a tension-resistant support strip in such a
way that they come into contact with each other with adjacent surface areas, at least when the support strip is in a stretched state. An outer layer (9)
of the back of the glove covers the reinforcing element (23) and compression-moulded plastic bodies form the blocking bodies. Said compression-
moulded plastic bodies have elevations in the form of hollow bodies with their openings facing towards the support strip which are arranged along
the longitudinal centre line of the support strip and base parts which laterally adjoin said hollow bodies and which form flat connection sections that
can be fixed to the support strip.
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